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ABSTRACT
The Prediction

of Sales Success Among

B. F . Goodrich Territory

Managers

by
Richard

F. Fail

Utah State University,

1971

Dr . Glendon Casto
Psychology

Major Professor:
Department:

The B . F. Goodrich Company spends considerable
and training

territory

managers . The hiring of territory

rests with local management's
age of these highly trained
within this attrition

"intuition."

salesmen

context,

money selecting
managers

generally

Since 1967, a substantial

have separated

that an exploratory,

percentIt was

from the company.

objective,

selection

pro-

gram was studied .
A multiple

discriminant

function (multigroup

three groups of B. F. Goodrich Territory
Inventory and Edwards Personal
The data revealed
could be significantly
a high percentage
probability

Managers'

Preference

predicted . A longitudinal

group membership

(i.e.

82 percent)

and original

California

Psychology

Schedule test scores.

that known territory

of accuracy

model) was used to analyze

managers'

group membership

study (one year later)
between predicted

group membership.

showed

test score
Further

the

vii

multiple
disclosed
probability

discriminant

function analysis

that only a few test variables

of territory

managers'

need to be considered

test scores
in making a

hiring decision .
(68 pages)

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement
Industry

in general,

of Problem

and the B . F . Goodrich Tire Company in particular,

is wasting enormous

sums of money in selecting

Each year,

salesmen

coutless

Top management

personnel

and training

leave their employers

in many companies

their salesmen.

for any number of reasons.

are vigorously

seeking ways of

reducing this expensive attrition . The B . F . Goodrich Tire Company is no exception . In the last 2 1/ 2 years,
and trained

the B. F. Goodrich Tire Company has hired

147 terr itory managers

to salesmen who solicit

(Note: territory

of these territory

managers

res igned or were released . Another 25 percent
Goodrich Company operations

Mr . Robert Dies

9

that 45 percent

approximately

Manager,

Training

of the territory

managers

9

to other B . F .
Tires,

and Communications

managers

who remained

Batteries,

Mr . Dies conservatively

to hire and tra in a prospecti ve territory

(1969) has

who were transferred

perform

the job.

were

Furthermore,

on that specific job assignment,

30 percent were not performing

In dollar expenditures

transferred

etc . ).

that is, they could not successfully

of the 67 territory

have subsequently

(e . g . , B . F . Goodrich Stores;

and Accessor ies (TBA) outlets,

incompetent;

is the title given

bus iness from B . F . Goodrich Franch i sed Ti re Deal -

ers . ) Twenty - se ven percent

estimated

manager

sat i sfactorily
estimated

(see Table 1).
that it costs $6, 000

manager . Thus, approximately

2

$240, 000 was spent between June,

1967, and August,

territory

managers

who subsequently

Table 1.

Disposition of 147 territory
and August, 1969

or resigned

Total transferred
stores - dealers
outlets, etc.)

b

trained between June,

manager

1967,

training

1969

1968

1967

Total

%

%

%

%

6-15

22-33

12-30

40-27

6-15

17-25

13-33

36-25

25-62

28-42

14-35

67-45

(to BFG
- TBA

Total number assignedc
No record of sales - too
new on assignment
Died (automobile

managers

or were released .

Year of territory

Disposition

Total released

resigned

1969, to hire and train

3-8

3-2

accident)

1-2

1-1

40

147

-Total

a Adapted from correspondence
Training and Communications,
writer .

40

67

between Mr . Robert Dies, Manager,
B. F. Goodrich Tire Company, and

b

Mr. Robert Dies estimated that 45 percent of the territory
who transferred
were incompetent as territory managers.

cMr . Robert Dies estimated that 30 percent of the assigned
managers were not performing satisfactorily .

managers

territory

3

The cost of turnover
paid benefits,

is difficult to calculate.

expense accounts,

and training expenditures

tion, this particular

group of salesmen

signed to a territory

, Third , though less tangible,

manently

"burned"

territories

Recent research,
of turnover
55 percent

turnover

lem of turnover

in insurance

in predicting

1959; Greenberg

outside of the insurance
sing the relationship

is the cost inherent

in per-

has dealt with the problem
attrition

agents annually).
companies'

Insurance
successful

industry

of personality

(e. g , , an estimated

One approach to the probattempt to utilize psycho-

companies,
insurance

for the most part,

sales agents (Merenda and

and Mayer , 1964; Colenaty,

"the characteristic

is most desperately
successfully

1968).

Unfortunately,

there have been very few investigations
test variables

to sales success

of a man's ability to sell,

needed by industry,

asses-

of failure.

of which

measured , "

money to recruit,

As already noted,
unproductive

the identification

is the one which to date has been least

The B, F. Goodrich Tire Company,
siderable

In addi-

and Mayer (1964, p , 113) called attention to this problem by report-

Greenberg
ing that,

are lost.

company

fails to produce once as-

industry,

plagued with excessive

logical tests to select salesmen.

Clarke,

salaries,

and reduced company image.

has been the insurance

have had success

generally

in the insurance

in an industry

First,

substantial

hire,

like other companies,

and train prospective

percentages

territory

spends conmanagers.

of these highly trained

salesmen

are

and many of them leave the company , If personality

variables

can

be shown to be effective predictors

of sales success

in the tire industry,

the

4

B. F. Goodrich Tire Company may be able to substantially
and other employment
problem

expenditures

on unproductive

is, then, that there is a lack of research

variables

as predictors

of sales success

reduce training

territory
in assessing

managers.

The

personality

in the tire industry.

Objectives
The research
California

project

Psychological

was designed to analyze the test score on the

Inventory

Schedule (EPPS) as predictors
rich Territory

To determine

and released

2 . If differences

for three groups of B. F. Good-

whether a multiple
can statistically
or resigned

discriminant
discriminate

deletion process

are found to exist,

which may have predictive

three groups of B. F. Goodrich Territory
Finally,

ality variables
distributions

to determine

can correctly

B. F. Goodrich Territory

among successful,

non-

variables

function step-wise

efficacy among the test scores

of

Managers.

group membership

nonsuccessful,

Managers .

of

Managers.

to identify 10 personality

the extent to which the scores

predict

of known successful,

function analysis

B. F. Goodrich Territory

from the CPI and EPPS through a multiple discriminant

3.

Preference

this study are the following three objectives:

CPI and EPPS test scores
successful,

of sales success

Personal

Managers.

Underlying
1.

(CPI) and the Edwards

on the 10 person-

using priori probability

and released

or resigned

5

Review of the Literature

The review of literature
cerned with the prediction
review of the literature,

was delimited

of sales success

of the greatest
experienced

magnitude .

insurance

industry

of research

directly

in predicting

the insurance

con-

in industry.

where costly attrition

For example,

high rates of turnover

Merenda and Clarke

among salesmen

the preponderance

cess has been conducted in industries

to that research

In the

sales sue-

in salesmen

industry

has been

has traditionally

among their salesmen . In this regard,

(1959) called attention to the seriousness

of attrition

in the

by reporting,

One of the most serious and persistent problems concerning the life insurance industry is that of recruiting and selecting
ag ents who will be com e succ e ssful "career" salesmen . Current
attrition rates among new hires are close to 75-80 % at the end of
a t hree year pe r iod. Thi s great turnover of personnel represents
considerable loss to the industry in the continual recruitment,
training, and financing of new agents , .. . (p. 360)
Thus , the costly problem
the impetus for much research
which candidates

in insurance

by insurance

will be successful

In the past , industries
been confronted

of attrition

has provided

in attempting

to predict

field generally

have not

companies

salesmen.

outside of the insurance

with high percentages

salesmen

of annual turnover

This may account for the lack of research,

therefore,

among sales personnel.

in the prediction

success

as a means of reducing attrition . The rubber industry

dustries

that has not researched

B. F, Goodrich Tire Company

the problem
management

of turnover.

of sales

is one of the in-

However , since 1967,

has become aware that increased

6

turno er is an expensive problem
territory

with one segment of the sales force; namely,

managers.
In order to approach

try , it is necessary
searched

the prediction

to provide a background

the problem

of predicting

The predict ion of sales success
psychological testing

of sales success
of the industries

namely,

"empathy"

utilizing

and "ego drive,"

to develop a test which measured
of tests to 300 salesmen

measured

"empathy"

needs at least two basic quali-

Greenberg

these two factors.

in the automobile,

dustries . Their research

which have re-

sales success .

Working on the theory that a good salesman
ties,

in the rubber indus-

and Mayer (1964) proposed
They administered

life insurance,

and mutual funds in-

allowed them to identify clusters

and "ego drive ".

in de elo ping the Multiple Personal

The identified

of items which

clusters

of items were used

Inventory (MPI) . Correlations

significant

beyond the . 01 level were found between test scores

and the performance

men in the automobile,

industries.

mutual funds , and insurance

Another attempt to measure
reported

success

empathy as a predictor

of new car salesmen.

of . 71 with managers'
with sales records.

showed a rather

of sales-

of sales success

by Tobolski and Kerr (1952) . A single test designed to measure

among new and used car salesmen,

a battery

striking

relationship

was

empathy
with the

The Empathy Test yielded a validity coefficient

rankings of the ability of salesmen
The test was not useful for selecting

and a coefficient
salesmen

of . 44

of used cars;

7

in this instance

the corresponding

correlations

were only . 17 and . 12.

Tobolski and Kerr account for this difference
tive value of the test on new car salesmen
ential effects of television

advertising

cars , A frustration-aggression

by stating,

is tentatively

"the superior
attributed

on the selling operation

situation

is hypothesized

predic-

to the differ-

for new and used

to arise more frequent-

ly in the latter . " (p. 311)
Colenaty (1966, 1967, 1968) predicted
salesmen

by utilizing the Design Perception

a numerically

scored,

self-administered,

sales success

in 22 insurance

Cards (DPC) test.
projective

The DPC test is

test consisting

The 22 subjects were asked to write as many responses

of 12 designs.

as they wished describ-

ing each design .
Six factors

of the DPC test were established

as being related

ful sales performance:

lack of veridicality

of perception

tual error,

use of manipulative

approach,

use of tact,

a higher degree of independence
insurance

agent was predicted

of the six factors

predicted
not.

to be successful

presence

of percep-

of inner tension,

and adequate form level.

in monthly sales volume if four

10 of the 22 insurance

agents were

in sales during a four month period of time; 12 were

predicted

to be successful

by the DPC test were in fact

in sales during their first four months of selling to those predicted

be unsuccessful.
whom success

An

in his test protocol.

of the DPC test scores

The 10 salesmen

superior

to be successful

were present

On the basis

than dependence,

or presence

to success-

A longitudinal
was predicted

follow-up of these men revealed

consistently

and significantly

to

that those for

beyond the . 001 level

8

outsold those salesmen

predicted

to be failures

throughout

19 months of em-

ployment.
Psychological
variables

tests

in attempting

variables

dict sales success
successful

have also been combined with biographical

to enhance the prediction

Activity Vector Analysis
sonal history

scores

(AVA), which is a personality

The

and five per-

were used with a sample of 522 insurance

agents to pre-

agents scored significantly

5 of 20 personal

success.

inventory,

(Merenda and Clarke , 1959).

ness and sociability.

of a salesman's

Successful

history variates

Merenda and Clarke found that

higher on the AVA scales on aggressive-

salesmen
(i.e.,

also scored

significantly

number of children,

different

educational

level,

number of offices held, dollar amount of m inimum monthly living expenses,
dollar amount of life insurance
scores

and personal

ing successful

history

insurance

purchased

data increased

used solely as determinates

performance

dustry was researched

the relevancy

salesmen's

efficiency

for identify-

approach

of biographical

In a comprehensive
educational

factors

ten year study,

background,

source bore no significant

in the Burroughs

to predicting

An innovative

A comb ination of A VA

the predictive

of sales success.

and employment

and turnover

Other approaches

questions

of pharmaceutical

ployment experience,

and

agents.

Singlar (1969) , however,

the relationship

for self).

on

age, em-

relationship

Wellcome and Co. (U.S.A.)

to

Inc.

sales success
to predicting

sales success

in the insurance

by Zdep and Weaver (1967) . They employed

a

in-

9

graphoanalytic
Sixty-three
graph.

technique in attempting

full time insurance

to predict

insurance

to copy a 96 word para-

agents were required

Zdep and Weaver found that, "it was not possible

salesmen

by analyzing the writing for 13 personality

by the (two) analysts,
' discovered'

nor was it possible

in the handwriting

sales success.

to select successful

traits

selected

intuitively

to do this using dominant traits

of successful

salesmen . " (p. 295)

Similar

findings were obtained by Bellows (1961).
Baier and Dugan (1957) utilized
factors

that would determine

job . A reasonable

a correspondence

was unrelated

Research in manufacturing industries
prediction of sales success
As previously
ing to predict

sales success

and his motivation

how well he would perform

on

to job success .

in the

among manufacturing
between scores

studies attempt-

salesmen . In the early 1940's
on the Bernrueter

and gross sales and selling cost variates

gent company salesmen.

be-

were more important

pointed out, there have been few reported

Otis (1941) found no relationship
Inventory

course),

on the

is that a salesman's

by his own buying behavior),

product knowledge in determining

the job . Length of service

agents would perform

from the data presented

lief in his product (as measured

than technical

analys i s model to identify

how well insurance

conclusion

(as equated with completing

a factorial

Personality

for a small sample of deter-

Ohmann (1941) was unable to differentiate

between

10
successful

and unsuccessful

Bernrueter

Personality

building material

Inventory

salesmen

"neurotic"

using scores

and "dominance"

on the

scales.

Correlational
studies in manufacturing
industries'
sales personnel
Though few predictive
salesmen , many correlational
teristics

associated

Dunnette and Kirchner

measures

found that personality

Preference

separately

Schedule

indices distinguished

Manufacturing

(3M) retail and industrial

that industrial

salesmen

for different

sales groups.

in their job: planning,

9

Classification

and the Adjective Check List,

between Minnesota Mining and

salesmen . Their findings suggested

saw their job as placing heavy emphasis

. Retail salesmen

charac-

These studies have attempted

(1960), employing the Wesman Personal

Edwards Personal

ity and inventiveness

using manufacturing

studies have been conducted to measure

with selling effecti veness.

to validate psychological

Test,

studies have been reported

upon ingenu-

saw as prime requirements

hard work, and persuasion

for success

of people to their point of

view .
Dunnette,
ity variables
Preference

on the California

and DeGidio (1958) were able to identify personalPsychological

Schedule which were representative

the 3M Company .
Interest

Kirchner,

Inventory

of different

The findings of Witkin (1956) utilizing

Blank indicate differences

men engaged in different

in the vocational

kinds of selling .

and Edwards

Personal

sales groups within

the Strong Vocational

interest

patterns

of sales-

11

In 1962, Kirchner
retail sales positions

was able to demonstrate

in the 3M Company tended to distort

when it is used for selection
industrial

for

or fake the EPPS

purposes . They did not find this to be true of

sales applicants .

The following statements
L

Primarily,

concentrated
greatest

that sales applicants

summarize

the literature:

studies dealing with predicting

in the industries

sales success

in salesmen

in which turnover

ha ve been

has been of the

magnitude.
2 . There has been relatively

success by manufacturing

little research

in the prediction

of sales

companies .

3. There have not, to the writer ' s knowledge,
dealing with the predict ion of sales success
4 . No study has been reported

been any reported

studies

in the rubber industry .

us ing a multiple

analys i s (three group model) to analyze psychological

discriminant
test scores

function
as predictors

of sales success .
In conclusion,
using personality

it appears

test variables

has been a void in attempting
panies,

that the insurance
to predict

to predict

and a total absence of predictive

industry has had some success

sales performance.

sales success
research

However,

in manufacturing

there

com-

in the rubber industry.

In view of the fact that the B . F. Goodrich Tire Company is confronted
with expensi ve attrition
discriminant

in territory

function analysis

would be a valuable contribution

managers,

of personality

a study employing a multiple
test scores

to the personnel

field .

to predict

sales success

12

Hypothesis
The major hypothesis
criminant

function analysis

(i.e . , successful,
Territory

(multigroup

nonsuccessful,

Managers'

tently predict

of this study is based on the premise
predictive

released

territory

managers'

model) for three groups

or resigned)

CPI and EPPS test scores

group membership.

Thus, in view of the obthe following expe rimen-

function analys i s of B. F . Goodr i ch Territory

CPI and EPPS test scores

actual succ e ssful , nonsuccessful
and territory

nor consis-

is proposed:

A multiple discriminant
Managers'

of B . F . Goodrich

can not accurately

jecti ves of the study, and the review of the Ii terature,
tal hypothesis

that a dis-

managers

will not significantly

, and released

or resigned

differentiate
territory

between
managers

who are pred icted to be successful , nonsuccessful,

and

rel eased or res igned .
The reader
sampling procedures

is referred

to the discussion

and defin ition of terms .

section of the study for group

13

CHAPTER II
METHOD
Description

of Sample

The B. F . Goodrich Tire Company formally
agers between June , 1967, and August,
30 days of their total 90 day training
managers

were participants

sales training

managers

manspent

in Akron, Ohio . The territory

a nonrandomized

and

sample of 56

to part icipate in the study ,

re a sons why the samp le of territory

managers

was

selected:

During the first year of the territory

manager

logical tests were not administer e d . Since psychological
components

147 territory

in an extens iv e 30 day product , operations,

was selected

There were several

1.

program

The territory

academy . From th i s population,

terr itory managers

not randomly

1969.

trained

of the study, subjects

academies

psycho-

tests were important

who had not taken the tests were not included

in the sample.
2 , Once the study began, two psychological
to 96 territory

manager

academy attendees .

it became apparent

that negative management

ing with particular

regard

As a result,
therefore,

for the "excessive"

in three academy classes
was further

reduced,

ha ve taken two psychological

However, midway through the study
attitudes

had developed toward test-

time involved in test administration.

only one test was given.

in that subjects

tests ,

tests were to be administered

for inclusion

The population,
in the study must

14

3.

Several territory

territories

and, hence,

4.

Finally

three territory

7

managers

were assigned

to positions

did not meet the job classification

the population was again delimited

managers

other than

criterion .

from the standpoint that

did not meet the six month sales experience

criterion

of the study (see Table 1).
The remaining
The subjects

1.

Ohio, between June,
2.

territory

used as the sample met the following criteria:

had attended territory

1968, and August,

The subjects

and Edwards
3.

56 subjects

Personal

academies

in Akron,

1969 .

had taken the California
Preference

The subjects

manager

Psychological

Inventory

(CPI)

Schedule (EPPS) .

had a minimum of six months sales experience

on a

assignment .

Definition of Terms
For this study the following terms
1.

Successful

territory

manager:

were used to describe

the sample:

one who's cumulative

sales attain-

ment for a minimum of six months prior to December,
ceeded 90 percent

1969, equaled or ex-

of his sales quota .

2 . Nonsuccessful

territory

manager:

one who's cumulative

sales attain-

ment for a minimum of six months pr ior to December , 1969 , was below 90 percent of his sales quota .
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3,

Released

or resigned

territory

manager:

from the B , F. Goodrich Tire Company regardless
A review of these subjects'

personnel

folders

self initiated

lack of complete

resignation,

information

etc.).

of the reason for leaving.

revealed

for leaving the company were not always explicit
pressure,

one who had separated

(i.e.,

that specific
fired,

resigned

A tenable explanation

might be that personnel

records

reasons
under

for this

are generally

coded to indicate that an employee left the B. F. Goodrich Company on favor able terms,

thus insuring

a satisfactory

reference.

Size of Sample
The sample consisted
56 territory

managers

of 56 B . F . Goodrich Territory

were classified

Successful

territory

Nonsuccessful

managers
managers

or previous
biographical
cation,

variables

Total

56 subjects

of Sample
as to age, IQ, educational

Singler (1969) gives justification

by pointing out nonsignificant

age, employment

14 subjects
20 subjects

The sample was not stratified
work experience.

22 subjects

territory

Comparability
1.

experience,

The

as follows:

territory

Released or resigned
managers

Managers.

employment

relationships
source,

background,

for excluding
among edu-

and sales

16
performance
Company's

in pharmaceutical
Marketing

among store managers

Department

the Bo F o Goodrich

(1969) found nonsignificant

as to age p educational

as they related to successful
was not biographically

salesmen o Moreover,

background,

relationships
and prior experience,

store operation . Most importantly,

stratified

because of the high probability

the sample
of losing sub-

jects .
2 . The subjects had been given similar
work background

had been offic ially assigned

of their

a territory

and were ex -

satisfactorily.

4 . The 56 subjects
manager

regardless

prior to B . F . Goodr ich employment .

3o The subjects
pected to perform

training

represented

almost one - fourth of the total territory

work force .
5 . The sample was representati

fi ve geographical

ve of the B . F . Goodrich Company's

regions which include 27 zones . Twenty-fi ve zones had one

or more subjects included in the study . In addition,
(e . g . , rural and metropolitan)

were represented

Description
The CPI and EPPS were selected
broad appeal of self - report inventories

broader

.

of Tests
to be used in this study because of the
in personnel

both tests claim a desire to de velop measures
ality dimens ions , possessing

different types of markets

personal

research.

of "relatively"
relevance

The authors of
normal person-

than that possessed
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by many, more psychiatrically
Multiple Personality

personality

along 15 dimensions

(1959) reports

drawn from Murrays

split half reliabilities

sions ranging from . 87 to . 60.
ranging from . 88 to . 74.
Measurement

Yearbook

ducted to demonstrate
considered

(e.g . , Minnesota

of 210 forced choice items . The test items are

The EPPS is a clear example of a rationally
Edwards

tests

Inventory).

The EPPS consists
scoreable

oriented

System of Manifest Needs .

developed personality

among the 15 personality

Test -r etest coefficients

are also reported

(1965) discuss

num e rous studies which ha ve been con -

the validity of the EPPS scales . The EPPS has been
research.

Dunnette,

DeGidio (1958, p. 178) using the EPPS in sales personnel
" ... it is a thoughtfully

its the attention of psychologists

intent on doing research.

were similar
parallels
disturbing

developed personality

test.

As a matter

ported by Gough (1957) . His studies
those generally

found in personality

for the

"
The CPI is an example

The item format of the CPI

of fact, a large number of the "less"

MMPI items are included in the CPI.

which may be scored along 19 dimensions.

research

and

Methods used in its de velopment

to those employed with the MMPI.

that of the MMPI.

Kirchner,

de veloped guide and, as such, mer-

The second test used in the study was the CPI.
of an empirically

dimen-

The EPPS Test Manual (1959) and the Sixth Mental

a valuable tool in personnel

3M Company state,

schedule.

The CPI contains 480 items,

Two reliability

show test-retest
measurements,

studies are re-

correlations

as high as

ranging from . 87 to . 49.
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Validity of the CPI scales is drawn from as many as 49 studies which
present

considerable

Mental Measurement
one of the best,

Yearbook,

if not the best,

oped on the basis of a series
ity of its several

In the Sixth

data bearing on the validity of the CPI.
Kelly (1965, p. 71) states,
available

instruments

of empirical

scales is extensive.

"· .. the CPI. .. is

of its kind.

It was devel-

studies and the evidence for the valid-

"

Method of Collecting Data
The subjects to whom the CPI and EPPS were administered
of a 30 day territory

manager

cal tests were administered

training academy in Akron, Ohio.
in a classroom

second week in each of nine academies.
tions and explanations

The psychologi-

setting on Thursday morning of the

Each class was given the same instruc-

as to the purpose of testing . The groups were told that

the tests were going to be used in research
of territory

managers

The classes

were assured

could be predicted

to determine

whether

that no one but the B. F . Goodrich's
No time limit was imposed.

were asked to read the directions

and to begin working.

questions

sales success

in advance of assignment

ment staff would see the results.

such as answering

were attendees

about the meaning of words,

to a territory.

Training DepartThe trainees

Any additional help,
was given as needed.
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Method of Scoring Tests
The CPI and EPPS were scored manually.
to insure the accuracy
and EPPS personality
number were recorded

of the data .
dimensions
on Fortran

key punched on IBM computer

The numerical

work sheets.

not been cited in the personnel
researchers

ha ve recognized

function analysis

The data was subsequently

Model

revealed

that a study employing a multiple

(three group model) to predict
literature

. Interestingly,

customers

Frank,

Massy and Morrison

serves

as a basis for building models aimed at predicting

istics

as they contribute

the relative

importance

to the predictions."
researchers

of various

tiple discriminant

dents' fields of interest.

market ing

discriminant

buying behavior .
analysis

customer

behavior,

customer

character-

who have used multiple

and Bryan , educational

function analysis

had

Banks (1958), Evans (1959), and

function models in studies aimed at predicting

As early as 1954, Tiedeman

however,

(1965 , p . 250) state , "discriminant

Massy (1965), are also marketing
criminant

sales success

the pr edic tiv e power of multiple

models in studies concerning

as well as determining

identification

cards for analysis .

A review of the literature
function analysis

was taken

score for each of the CPI

(33) along with the subject's

Statistical

discriminant

Every precaution

customer

researchers,

design in a predictive

dis-

behavior.
used a mul-

study of college stu-

20

Since an obvious void exists in personnel
tiple discriminant
failure

function analysis,

a predictive

among B. F. Goodrich Territory

worthwhile

research

The reader
comprehensive
Additional

research

in the use of mul-

study of sales success

Managers

or

was felt to be a timely and

project.
is referred

discussion

information

to the work of Cooley and Lohnes (1963) for a

of multiple

regarding

discriminant

the multiple

function analysis

discriminant

model used in this study is provided in the appendix

models .

function analysis

(see Appendix A) .
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS

The results

of the study will be summarized

under the following experi -

mental hypothesis:
A multiple
Managers'

discriminant

CPI and EPPS test scores

actual successful,
and territory
released

function analysis

nonsuccessful,

managers

of B. F. Goodrich Territory

will not significantly

and released

who are predicted

or resigned

to be successful,

differentiate

between

territory

managers ~

nonsuccessful

and

or resigned.
The results

s i fications

of the multiple

of territory

discriminant

function analysis

managers ' CPI and EPPS scores

for three clas -

are summariz ed in

Tables 2 and 3.
Table 2 points out the 33 personality
EPPS) that were considered
jects'

test scores

in discriminating
sonality variables
criminant

(i.e . , 18 CPI and 15

in the study , Of the 33 var iables analyzed , the sub-

on 10 of the personality

variables

among the three classes

of territory

shown in Table 2 were retained

function analysis

were arbitrarily

variables

model.

The remaining

excluded from further

had the greatest

variance

managers .

The 10 per -

in the final multiple
23 personality

study . The rationale

variables

rests with the assumption

that inclusion

variables

in the final multiple discriminant

dis -

variables

for excluding the

of more than 10 personality

function analysis

model would not
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Table 2.

Personality

variables

considered

Variables

in discriminant

function analysis

Variables used in final model
Yes
No

CPI
(Do)
(Cs)
(Sy)
(Sp)
(Sa)
(Wb)

(Re)
(So)
(To)
(Gi)
(Cm)
(Ac)
(Ai)
(Ie)
(Py)
(Fx )
(F e)

dominance
capacity for status
sociability
social presence
self - acceptance
sense of well-being
responsibility
socialization
tolerance
good impression
communality
achievement via conformance
ach ieve ment via independence
intell e ctual efficiency
psychological - mindedness
fle x ibil ity
femininity

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

EPPS
(Ach)
(Def)
(Or d)
(Exh)
(Aut)
(Aff)
(Int)
(Sue)
(Dom)
(Aba)
(Nur)
(Chg)
(End)
(Het)
(Agg)

achievement
deference
order
exhibition
autonomy
affiliation
intraception
sue co ranee
dominance
abasement
nurturance
change
endurance
heterosexuality
aggression
TOTAL

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
10
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significantly

enhance the predictive

for selecting

variables

efficacy . Further,

within this context was found in the literature

Table 3 shows the stepwise deletion results
variables

selected

no systematic

for consideration

method
.

of the 10 personality

from the two sets of original

CPI and

EPPS variables .

Table 3. Stepwise deletion results of 10 variables
groups of CPI and EPPS scores

selected

from original

two

Variable
abasement
good impression
deference
dominance
intraception
nurturance
succorance
heteros exuality
tolerance
communality

39 . 32
32. 72
31.42
28 . 92
21 . 34
19 . 27
13 , 52
11.94
7 . 74
4. 81
aTrace

is defined in Appendix A ,

The last variable
Communality
leted,

(CPI).

Since Communality

it can be assumed

scale possess

to be deleted from the stepwise deletion model was

the greatest

among the three classes

that the subjects'
discriminatory
of territory

was the last test variable
test scores

on the Communality

power in maximizing

manager.

to be de-

Conversely,

the differences

the least sensitive
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scale of the 10 test variables

considered

and the first to be deleted was Abase-

ment (EPPS).
A review of the subjects'
ritory managers,
ception,

and Nurturance

managers . In contrast,

scales of Succorance,
territory

than the other two classes

successful

the CPI scales of Dominance,

territory

Tolerance,

managers.
territory

managers'

but higher than the scores

more,

successful

territory
managers'

scores,

scores

scores

ager selection,

variables,

on the CPI scale of Comterritory

or resigned

group.

but lower than nonsuccessful

refer to the Discussion

retained

two personlity

manFurther-

the analysis

or re-

territory

(See Appendix Band C).

of the test score data with regard to territory

Table 4 summarizes
ality dimensions

or released

are higher than released

scores on the EPPS scale of Deference.
or utilization

and the EPPS

of the nonsuccessful

for the released

managers'

tend to score lower on

than nonsuccessful,

Of the remaining

agers,

interpretation

ter-

of territory

and Good Impression,

munality tends to be lower than the scores

agers'

managers

and Heterosexuality,

the group of successful

signed territory

that successful

as a group, tend to score higher on the EPPS scales of Intra-

Abasement

or resigned

test score means indicates

manFor an
man-

section of the study.
of variance

results

in the final multiple discriminant

of the 10 personanalysis

function

model .
An analysis

of variance

level among the three classes

showed differences
of subjects

significant

at the 5 percent

on 3 of the 10 variables

tested.
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Table 4.

Analysis

Source of
variation

of variance

Degrees of
freedom

Dominance
Total
Groups
Error
Tolerance
Total
Groups
Error
Good Im;eression
Total
Groups
Error
Communality
Total
Groups
Error
Deference
Total
Groups
Error
Intrace:etion
Total
Groups
Error
Succorance
Total
Groups
Error
Abasement
Total
Groups
Error
Nurturance
Total
Groups
Error
Heterosexuality
Total
Groups
Error
*Significant

and means

Sum of
squares

variables

Mean
squares

considered

F Ratio

55
2
53

4528.8
128.3
4400.6

64.1
83.0

.77

55
2
53

847.7
96.9
750.9

18.4
14.2

3.42 *

55
2
53

1856. 8
216.6
1640.3

108.3
30.9

3.50 *

55
2
53

132.0
20.3
111. 7

10.1
2.1

4.81*

55
2
53

415.7
39.7
371.1

19.8
7.1

2.80

55
2
53

996.2
67.8
928.4

33.9
17.5

1. 94

55
2
53

430.8
21. 5
409.3

10.8
7.7

1. 39

27.1
18. 6

1. 45

17.4
15.5

1.12

76. 3
25.9

2.95

55
2
53

at 5 percent

for 10 personality

1042.2
54.2
988.0

55
2
53

856.2
34.9
821. 4

55
2
53

1523.6
152.7
1371. 0

level.
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Only 3 of the 10 variables
ing seven variables
The tentative
and analysis

were significant

E ratio

showed

conclusions

of variance

at the 5 percent

differences

level,

the remain-

ranging from 2. 95 to . 77.

that can be drawn from the stepwise deletion

results

at this stage of the research

can be summarized

by the following statements:
1.

Of the 33 personality

showed differences
2.
criminant

analysis

variables

function model as a result
significant

The research

cant difference

considered

in the study, only three

at the 5 percent level.

Seven of the 10 personality

not show differences
3.

significant

variables

retained

in the multiple dis-

of their discriminatory

at the 5 percent

power did

level.

findings re veal that there was not an overall

among three classes

of territory

managers

signifi -

on EPPS and CPI

test scores .
Possible
tory managers

reasons

for the small variability

managers
2.

included in each of the three classes

of

was small (see page 15).

The 90 percent

sales attainment

tive to test score differences
managers

of terr i-

include:

1. The number of subjects
territory

in the three classes

between successful

as super visory ratings

The second major

criterion

Function Analysis

tory managers'

group membership.

and nonsuccessful

territory

or rankings.

step in the research

a Di scriminant

may not have been as sensi -

project was the employment

Predicti ve Model to assign or classify
Group membership

probability

of

terri -

predictions
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were made from the 56 subjects'

test scores

on the 10 variables

considered

in the study .

The classification
of the subjects'
as reported

results

test scores

of the multiple

discriminant

in conjunction with a priori

function analysis

probability

distribution

in Table 5.

Table 5. Classification
results using the discriminant function analy s is
(three group model) and a priori probability distribution

Predicted
Group

Predicted group membership
Successful Nonsuccessful
Rel. -Res.

group counts

I-Success

TM's

16

3

3

22

2

11

1

14

4

2

14

20

TM's

Score Probability
Group III - Released

or Resigned

Tm's

Score Probability
Total

56

aReleased

or resigned

bTerritory

managers

The priori

probability

prospective

distribution

candidate for territory

of being successful,

Total

b

Score Probabil ity
Group II - Nonsuccessful

a

a one-third

was based on the assumption

manager

employment

had a one-third

chance of being nonsuccessful,

that a
chance

and a one-third
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chance of leaving the company.
territory

manager

Considering

the probability

that a prospective

candidate would fall into one of the three categories

bination with the knowledge of the subjects'

test scores

in com-

on the 10 variables

side red in this study (Table 2), the following group predictions

con -

were made

(Table 6) .

Table 6 . Predicted group assignments
and 10 test variable scores

Groups

Group I
Successful

Successful

TM's

TM' s

Total

16

aReleased

scores

Percentage
of correct
prediction

22

72 . 7

14

78 . 5

15

20

75.0

15

56

75.0

or resigned

The prediction
for selection

for a territory

11

distribution

Number
of
subjects

Rel.res. a

11

Group III
Released or Resigned

cations

Predictions
Nonsuccessful

probability

16

TM' s

Group lI
Nonsuccessful

using a priori

efficacy reflected
of future territory

manager

candidate

prior to employment.

in Tables 5 and 6 has important
managers.

First,

could be established

impli-

the chance of success

by CPI and EPPS test
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Secondly,

potentially

employed territory
identified

unsuccessful

managers

managers

and presently

who are prone to leave the company could be

before substantial

sums of money are spent in attempting

de velop them for managerial

responsibilities

The following statements
ses of territory

territory

managers'

.

will summarize

test scores

to train and

the discriminant

and the resultant

function analy -

group membership

pre -

dict ions ,
1,

The percentage

ritory managers

of correct

group prediction

using a one - third priori

distribution

for three classes

of ter -

ranged from 78 . 5 to 72 . 5

percent ,
2 . Consider ing the 56 subjects

in the three classifications,

j ects' group membersh ips were correctly
3. If test scores

42 sub -

predicted .

on 10 CPI and EPPS var iables were considered,

pre-

d1ct "ons of correct group membersh ip were made three out of four times ,
The th i rd ma j or consideration
hi s torical probability
Goodrich Company's
di scriminant

di stribution
experience)

func ti on analysis

Mr , Robert Dies

9

of the study was to determine

of terr itory managers

Manager,

Training

and Communications

as follows:

will be successful

will be non successful

and 20 percent

will separate

efficacy of the

model.

B. F. Goodrich Territory

30 percent

(i.e . based on B. F .

would enhance the predictive

cates that historically
50 percent

whether a

Managers

(i. e . , generally

(i. e , , sales attainment

(1970) , indi -

can be distributed
attains

sales quota),

is generally

from the company (i.e . will be released

poor) ,
or resign).
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Based on this experience,
the probability

classification

of group assignment

resultant

of the subject's

10 personality

function analysis

results

in Table 7 point out

from a multiple discriminant
variables

scores.

Table 7.

Classification
results using a discriminant
function analysis
group model) and a historical probability distributiona

Predicted

group counts

Group I-Successful

Predicted group membership
Successful Nonsuccessful
Rel. - Res . Total

TM's

Group Probability
Group II - Nonsuccessful

Total

assigned
tions .

1

22

3

10

1

14

4

2

14

20

26

14

16

56

50 percent successful TM's , 30 percent
percent released or resigned TM's .

Table 8 summarizes
bership

2

or Resigned TM's

Group Probability

a

19
TM's

Group Prob ability
Group III - Released

predictions

(three

versus

to the successful,

nonsuccessful

the number and percentage
the actual number of territory
nonsuccessful,

and released

TM's,

of correct

20

group mem-

managers

originally

or resigned

classifica-
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Discriminant function analysis probability of group membership
using a historical priori distribution and 10 test variable scores

Table 8.

Predictions
Nonsuccessful

Successful

Groups

Number
of
subjects

Percentage
of correct
prediction

22

86 . 3

14

71. 4

14

20

70.0

14

56

76.8

Rel.res.

Group I
Successful

19

TM's

Group II
Nonsuccessful

10

TM's

Group III
Released or Resigned
TM's
Total

10

19

In summary ~ the statements
ing a historical
analysis

distribution

of territory

managers

model with the hope of enhancing predictive
1.

Using a historical

chance distribution
increase

the data relevant

to employ-

in a discriminant

function

efficiency.

priori

distribution

in comparison

of three classes

of territory

managers

the prediction
2.

choices.

below discuss

Forty-three

percentage
correct

(i.e.,

predictions

to a one-third

did not appreciably

75. 0 vs. 76. 8 percent).
were made out of a possible

56
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3.

The percentage

by using the historical
managers

of correct

priori

or resigned

distribution,
classes

probability

as expected,

distribution

was enhanced

of successful

territory

for nonsuccessful

and re-

(Table 6 vs. Table 8).

4 . The percentage
leased

predictions,

of correct

territory

managers,

was not as efficient

of territory
A multiple

tory Managers'
experimental

predictions

using the historical

as the one-third

priori

distribution

probability

for these two

managers.
discriminant

function analysis

CPI and EPPS test scores
hypothesis

of 56 B. F . Goodrich Terri-

supports

the specific

direction

of the

as stated on page 12.

Summary
Tables 6 and 8 point out that the differences
terr itory manager
Considering

the homogeneity

of the classes
cent.

group membership

In other words,

ship corresponded
managers
sistently

actual and predicted

correctly

predicted

Likewise,

were consistently

groups . Therefore

9

a multiple

managers,

in none

differ by more than 30 per-

territory

manager

in 7 out of every 10 cases.

successful.

managers

of territory

membership

who were defined by a sales criterion

signed territory
respective

were slight . In fact, they were minimal.

of the three classes

did actual and predicted

between actual and predicted

group member-

In short,

territory

as being successful

nonsuccessful
predicted
discriminant

and released
to be members

were conor reof their

function analysis

of

33

B. F. Goodrich Territory
nificantly

differentiate

Managers'

CPI and EPPS test scores

between actual and predicted

did not sig-

group membership.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION

The B . F, Goodrich Company is confronted
in territory

managers.

The average

travel expense

salary,

9

with a problem of attrition

cost to hire and train a territory

and fringe benefits

inclusive,

approximates

Between June 1967, and August 1969, approximately
training
return

territory

managers

on the training

seeking an "objective

who separated

dollar investment,
approach"

to predict

was studied,
sales success,

With such a poor

the B. F. Goodrich Tire Company is

to the selection

of territory

or subsequent

lt was

managers.

function analysis

in an attempt to determine
failure,

$6, 000. 00.

$240, 000. 00 was spent

from the company.

within this context that a multiple discriminant
test scores

manager,

of personality

whether it would be possible

separation

of territory

man-

agers ,
Several

references

which had researched
research

were made in the review of the literature

the problem of predicting

had been to identify potential

sales success.
by insurance

Encouraging
companies.

progress

Insurance

dictive studies by other industries
ported in the literature.

salesmen

sales success ,

to companies

The thrust of the

who had a high probability

of

in this field has been made, particularly
companies

aside,

employing thousands

however,

very few pre-

of salesmen,

are re-
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On two counts,
field.

First,

this study may offer a contribution

no predictive

study of sales success

the rubber industry.

Second, a multiple

sonality test scores,

as a predictor

writer's

knowledge,

discriminant
of salesmen

function analysis

function analysis

literature

subjects

test scores

whether a multiple
for a small sample

field as a selection

were selected

of per-

,

of this study to determine

of psychological

by

has not, to the

of sales performance

could be utilized in the personnel

Fifty - six nonrandomized

or failure was reported

discriminant

been cited in the personnel

It was the main objective

to the personnel

tool.

as the sample . The sub-

jects had attended a 30 day B. F. Goodrich Tire Company Territory

Manager

Academy in Akron, Ohio.

to the sub-

jects under similar

The CPI and EPPS had been administered

conditions.

Two groups were classified
The third group consisted

The subjects

according
of subjects

were classified

to a si

into three groups .

month sales attainment

who had separated

criterion

from the B. F . Good-

rich Company ,
One experimental
tions of sales success
Goodrich

salesmen,

hypothesis

was proposed

to evaluate whether predic-

or failure could be made with known classes
A multiple

discriminant

function analysis

of B. F ,

was utilized to

test the hypothesis ,
The hypothesis

(page 12) was formulated

with the expectation

of answer-

ing three questions:
1.

Are there mean differences

among the test scores

ently defined groups of B. F , Goodrich Territory

Managers?

of three differ-

,
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Thirty-three
for variability

personality

variables

among the three classes

variance

showed differences

variables

. The remaining

The 10 personality

nonsuccessful,

pany, can test scores

variates

of

E ratios

showed nonsignificant

that showed the greatest

function model for predictive

successful,

managers . An analysis

at the 5 percent le vel on 3 of the 33

personality

through a stepwise deletion process

2 . If a prospective

of territory

significant

variables

(15 CPI and 18 EPPS) were analyzed

were retained

discriminatory

.

power

in the final discriminant

efficacy .
territory

manager

or separating

on 10 variables

has a one - th i rd chance of being

from the B . F . Goodrich Tire Com-

(Table 2) be pred i ctors of known group

membership?
A multiple
(10 variables)

discriminant

funct ion analysis

re vealed that 42 correct

predictions

56 (see Tables 5 and 6).

In other words,

in three out of four cases

(75 percent).

three classes

test scores

sample,

of subjects'

the predictive

efficiency

correct

bonus) .

Thirty percent

group assignment

was made
among the
of the

was much higher than expected .

managers . It had been B. F . Goodrich's
managers

were made out of a poss ible

(Table 4) and the homogeneity

lies with the historical

territory

test scores

In view of the small variance

3. The third question asks basically
The only difference

of the subjects'

the same thing as the preceding
probability

distribution

past experience

in a given year would be successful
of the territory

would not make bonus) and approximately

managers

of territory

that 50 percent

of the

(i.e . , would make

would be unsuccessful

20 percent

would separate

one.

(i.e.,

from the

37
company.

Considering

the 50-30-20

multiple discriminant
43 correct

distribution

function analysis

group predictions

of the subjects'

out of a possible

Longitudinal
The successful
by a sales attainment

same

was classified

manager

were dichotomized

was defined as being suc-

of his quota o Conversely,

as being nonsuccessful

or resigned

revealed

(see Table 5) .

managers

a territory

if his sales attainment

sales period was below 90 percent o A territory

in the released

a

for a minimum of six months ending December

31, 1969 , equaled or exceeded 90 percent
manager

test scores

56 (77 percent)

territory

. A territory

cessful when his sales attainment

managers,

Follow - Up

and nonsuccessful
criterion

of territory

group if he had separated

manager

for the

was classified

from the B. F . Goodrich

Company at any time during 1969 .
The purpose
of the original
90 percent

of this longitudinal

group predictions

sales attainment

follow - up was to determine

one year later,

criterion

December

the validity

31, 1970 . The same

was used to determine

sales success

or

failure .
Tables 9, 10 , and 11 show the comparison
bership

and longitudinal

group membership

between predicted

of the three classes

group mem-

of territory

managers.
Tables 9, 10, and 11 reveal that 46 correct
a possible

56 (82 percent).

EPPS test variables,

predictions

were made out of

Based on the 56 subjects ' test scores

18 subjects

were predicted

successful.

on 10 CPI and

The sales
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Table 9.

Sample

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

The validation of predicted test score group probability versus
actual group membership for successful (N = 22) territory managers
Diseosition
Sales
Attainment

Test score group
probability
Successful
Successful
Successful
Successful
Successful
Successful
Released or resigned
Nonsuccessful
Nonsuccessful
Released or resigned
Successful
Nonsuccessful
Successful
Successful
Released or resigned
Released or resigned
Successful
Successful
Successful
Successful
Successful
Successful

12-70
Other

x

137 . 7
73 . 7
96 . 9
85 . 8
111. 9
101. 2

x
x
x
Separated
Separated

x
x
Separated

100 . 9
53 . 5

108 . 6
108 . 2
112 . 7
67 . 8
91. 0

appeared

one year later.

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Separated
15

year . Six of the subjects who were predicted

successful

x
x
x

Separated
Separat ed

of 12 of the 18 met the 90 percent

sales criteria . In essence,

x
x
x
x

127.0
110. 6
99.2

Total

performance

Predictions
Correct Incorrect

territory

managers

to have a two - thirds

sales criterion
to be successful

7

the following
did not meet the

who were predicted

as being

chance of actually being successful
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Table 10.

The validation of predicted test score group probability versus
actual group membership for nonsuccessful
(N = 14) territory
managers
Diseosition
Sales
Attainment

Test score group
probability

Sample
no .
23
24
25

Successful
Nonsuccessful
Nonsuccessful

98. 1

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Nonsuccessful
Successful
Nonsuccessful
Nonsuccessful
Nonsuccessful
Nonsuc ce s sful
Released or resigned
Nonsuccessful
Nonsuccessful
Nonsucce s sful
Nonsuccessful

84 . 1
90.0
97 . 5
53 . 4

12-70
Predictions
Correct Incorrect

Other

x
x
x

Separated
Transf e rred
(non - sales job)

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Separated
Separated
Separat ed
Separated
110 . 6
84.7
82 . 7

x
x
12

Total

Territory

managers

who were predicted

had a slight chance of being successful
agers were predicted

revealed

territory

were predicted

20 actually
prediction

managers
separated

x

2

as be ing nonsuccessful,

only

(17 percent) . Eighteen territory

man-

as being nonsuccessful

sales performance

x

. A longitudinal

that 15 were nonsuccessful
to be released

follow-up of their

(83 percent) . Twenty

or resigned.

Nineteen of the

from the B . F , Goodrich Company . Only one incorrect

was made with the class of released

or resigned

territory

managers .

40
Validation of predicted test score group probability versus actual
group membership for released or resigned (N = 20) territory
managers

Table 11.

Sample
no ,
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

Test score group
probability

Disposition
12- 70

Released or resigned
Released or resigned
Released or resigned
Nonsuccessful
Released or resigned
Released or resigned
Released or resigned
Released or resigned
Released or resigned
Nonsuccessful
Released or resigned
Nonsuccessful
Released or resigned
Released or resigned
Released or resigned
Released or resigned
Nonsuccessful
Released or resigned
Successful
Released or r e signed

Separated
Separated
Separated
Separated
Separated
Separated
Separated
Separated
Separated
Separated
Separated
Separated
Separated
Separated
Separated
Separated
Separated
Separated
Separated
Separat ed

Predictions
Correct Incorrect

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

Total

19

Hence, from the data of the three preceding
a territory

manager,

classification

had a very

high probability
on the territory
corollary

whose scores

of either
,

remote

it would appear

that

placed him in a released

or nonsuccessful

chance of being successful.

He had a very

separating

from the company or not performing

(Note: nonsuccessful

of resigning

tables,

1

or being released.)

sales performance
If a person's

is assumed

while

to be a

test score probability

41
suggested

that he would be successful,

being successful

hired.

utilized

discriminant
Thirty-eight

Communications,

in this study had been hired on the basis of the

function analysis
territory

As previously

predictions,

managers

pointed out, Mr. Robert Dies, Manager,

B. F. Goodrich Company (1969) estimated

As mentioned,

manager

if the territory

have conceivably

saved $242, 000. 00.

pany would have rejected

tory Managers'
be accurately

discriminant

personality
predicted.

high percentage

few test variables

managers

the com-

who were predicted

to be

Based on Findings

test scores

revealed

A longitudinal

of accuracy

of territory

in this study had been selec-

the B. F. Goodrich Company could

function analysis

managers'

that group membership

between predicted

Further,

test scores

need be considered

of 56 B. F. Goodrich Terri-

follow-up one year later

(82 percent)

ship and actual group membership.
analysis

him to a ter-

or resigned .

Conclusions

A multiple

and

that it costs

The $242, 000 savings assumes

the 38 territory

or released

Training

before assigning

managers

ted solely on the basis of their test scores,

nonsuccessful

only 18 would have been

would have been rejected.

$6, 000. 00 to hire and train a territory
ritory.

chance of actually

one year later.

If the subjects

multiple

he had a two-thirds

a multiple
disclosed

showed a

test score member-

discriminant

the possibility

in making a probability

could

function
that only a

hiring decision.

42

Future Application
The results

of the study suggest a practical

B. F . Goodrich salesmen.
test variables
agers.

and hire territory
cut-off scores

successful

a multiple

could be used by district

managers

to screen

could be established

new hire.
territory

Certain
a multiple

First,

managers'

factors

discriminant

1 . lf test scores
scores

of

function analysis

of

of successful
managers

applicants.

to determine

The cut-off scores

to the selection

approach

discriminant

could be used to develop profiles

The profiles

prospective

of Findings

territory

who generally

maninterview

Second, test batteries
the success

probability

could be determined

using
of a

by using actual

test score means (centroids) ,

should be considered
function analysis

in future personnel

research

where

design is used,

are being considered

and small differences

in test

are e pected (as was the case in this study) , a large ran-

domized sample of subjects
2. Based on the experimental
discriminant

could be programmed

with a multiple

function model.

4 . One area for suggested
graphical

des i gn selected , a multigroup

function model could be used effectively .

3. As many as 99 ariables
discriminant

would be desirable.

factors

that the predictive

research

would be the combining of bio-

with test score variables
efficiency

on the assumption

could be improved.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY

The purpose
criminant

of this study was to determine

function analysis

Managers'

function analysis

personnel

field .

A multiple
t e st scores

could successfully

The study was also designed to ascertain

criminant

si gnificantly

predict

known group

whether a multiple dis -

design could be employed as a research

discriminant

suggested

dis-

(three group model) of 56 B. F. Goodrich Territory

CPI and EPPS test scores

membership.

whether a multiple

function analysis

tool in the

of 56 sub j ects' CPI and EPPS

that test score probabil ity gr oup membership

predicted . A longitudinal

could be

study of test score probability

group pre -

dictions and actual group membership

one year later was conducted to validate

the predictions

correct

. In 8 out of 10 cases,

The impetus for researching

in territory

managers.

B . F. Goodrich Territory
probabilities
method.

analysis

One tenable conclusion

opportunities

rates of

from the study was that

could be selected

on test score

than they could through the traditional

This study is an exploratory

nant with research

sales success

concern over increasing

Manager candidates

more effectively

were made.

the question of predicting

came from B. F. Goodrich managements'
attrition

predictions

one into an area which appears

. It seems that multiple discriminant

models have been neglected

in predictive

interview
to be pregfunction

studies in the personnel

area.

44
Implications
area of predictive
discussed.

for future personnel

research

and its applications

studies using a multiple discriminant

in the

function model were
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APPENDIX A
Classification

and Discriminant

Function Analysisa

Nature of the data

1.

a.

Start with a selection

of observations

b.

Record characteristics

(variables

with lmown group membership

of each observation,

.

both quantita-

tive and categorical.
Variables
Group

(j)

x a+b

Observation
(m)

(1)

1

1
2

3
j

=

2

k =

1, 2 . . a + b : variable
a = number of quantitative
b = number of categorical
1, 2 • . n. : Level of categoriJ
cal variable
nj = number of levels
1, 2 . . g : group
g = number of groups

3
m =

1, 2 .. n1 : Observation
n = numoer of observations
1
for group X.

aThis statistical model is reproduced by premission of Dr. Rex L. Hurst,
Head , Department of Applied Statistics - Computer Science, Utah State University, 1971.
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2.

Selection
a.

of variables

Continuous
Analysis

variables

of variance,

completely

g

Total

1i -

£..

J =l

f.R-=im~=l

1

g
Group

n..

€

g - 1

.l

J.=l

l £

g
Within

£.. (n
l =l

- 1)

1=1

Keep only variables

b.

Categorical

MS

Sum of Sqrs

dP

Source

design (jth variable) .

randomized

(X.11

-

JAm

X.

J. ,

)2

2
(X .1 - X . )
Jt ,
J ..

-

(Xj_pm- X jl.)

A

2

w

m =l

which show significance!

variables

Two - way independence

x2

test significance

Level of j th variable
Group

n,

k

1

Total

J

1

g
Total

x2

nll

nlk

n

nJ.l

ntk

n
lnj

ngl

ngk

n

n. 1

n. k

n

(g-1, nrl)

w h ere

e{k =

L

=

R-=1
n~.
~

(N,.ek- efk)

k=l

e;k

n ..

Keep only variables

which show significance!

n ..

• n.
J

£
n.k

n.
g

gnj

n·

g

,.
nL

ln J

2
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3. Determine
a.

classification

Uni variate

which best fits observation.

case

Group I

Group II

=ifw
=

for group I

x2

(1)

=

for group II
w

Select group corresponding

b.

Mul tiv ar iate case

observation

(a)for group 1.

to smallest

x2

52
4,

Stepwise deletion process
Variables

which show significance

to high association
a.

due

between or among variables.

Uni variate
A

w
b.

may be giving same information

=

W-l A=

F

Multivariate
Let Q

-1

W

=

Trace (Q)
i.

ii.

=

A
qll

=

q33

= ···

Evaluate trace with all variables
Eliminate

each variable

with variable
iii.

+ q22

in model.

successively

and evaluate trace

removed.

Drop variable which contributes

least to trace.

2
Analogous to R in multiple regression.

5.

Discriminant

function model

Reduction in number of variables.
serves

information

Linear transformation

of original variables.

which pre-

Reduces number of variables

to either minimum of (g - 1, p) or (g, p) depending on method.
is the number of variables.

Where p

53

=

yllm

j =l

n·

a+b

a

z_

X.
Jim

vlj

£_

£

j =a+l

k=l

+

X .n

quantitative

..g. ' 1, 8

dummy variable

vljk

.gjk~m

variable

Jt.ffi

J"'-'.ffi

of non full rank from categorical

variable

(1, 0)

Impose condition

n.
J

£.

vijk

=

0

k=l
which converts

g..'s to full rank

a

YHm

a+b

=z

+

X.i.
Jill

vlj

j= l
Vl ,
JnJ·

£

j =a+l

k=l

vljk

Il ·- 1

=

J

-

£.

vljk

k=l

a . Non orthogonal

w

(1, 0, -1)

n .-1

£_

a+b

p = total number of resulting

p-p

Xjk~m

V

p-g

procedure
=

variables

= Weighting

M

=

£.

. +1
J:::a

(n .-1) ) .
J

solution of

M

p-g

W = Error mean square and products
covariance matrix
V

(a +

coefficients.

Group means for each variable.

matrix,

dispersion

of variance-
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Properties
1.

Number of transformed

variables

(i) is the same as the number of

groups unless the number of non-transformed

variables

is less than

the number of groups.

b.

2.

Produces

correlated

3.

Preserves

variables.

all of the discriminating

power.

Orthogonal procedure
solution of
where

V.

-1

A

=

) t., is the

Columns of V

= Among groups mean square and product matrix.

Properties
1.

One less variable

2.

Variables

3.

Not all variables

than non-orthogonal

solution.

not correlated.

discriminating

must be used, if all used it preserves
power.

all of the
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APPENDIX

Table 12.

CPI Scales

B

Raw score means and standard deviations on the California
Psychological
Inventory for (N = 22) successful B. F . Goodrich
Territory
Managers

Mean

Standard

de viation

Do
Cs
Sy
Sp
Sa
Wb

32.04
20 . 90
27 . 77
39 . 59
24.63
39 . 63

4.23
3.33
3.61
4.38
2.62
2.95

Re
So
Sc
To
Gi
Cm

29 . 00
37.86
2 8. 86
22.86
17.86
26.63

5.23
4.0 8
5.73
4.09
5 . 35
1.13

Ac
Ai
le
Py
Fx
Fe

30;09
19 . 04
38 . 95
12 . 31
8.22
15 . 45

3.67
3.24
3.86
1. 80
3.39
4.11
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Table 13. Raw score means and standard deviations on the California
Psychological Inventory for (N = 14) nonsuccessful B. F . Goodrich
Territory Managers
CPI Scales
Do
Cs
Sy
Sp
Sa
Wb

Mean

Standard deviation

32. 95
21. 85
28. 50
39.65
23.45
40.35

5. 74
2. 87
3. 94
4.13
2.28
3. 92

31. 95
37. 70
31.10

Re
So
Sc
To
Gi
Cm

22. 40
25.75

4.01
4.41
6.23
3.40
5.83
1. 97

Ac
Ai
le
Py
Fx
Fe

29. 45
19. 45
40. 50
12.85
8.30
15.80

4. 04
2. 62
4.80
2.27
3.55
3.18

25.85
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Table 14.

CPI Scales

Raw score means and standard deviations on the California
Psychological
Inventory for (N = 20) released or resigned
B. F. Goodrich Territory
Managers

Mean

Standard

deviation

Do
Cs
Sy
Sp
Sa
Wb

32.07
21. 92
28. 42
40.21
24.07
40.57

4.51
3.24
3.00
4.66
3.68
3.81

Re
So
Sc
To
Gi
Cm

29.07
37. 78
31. 28
24.85
19.71
27.28

3.49
4.88
5.38
3.69
5.48
.91

Ac
Ai
le
Py
Fx
Fe

30.00
19.28
39.35
13.35
9.35
13.78

2. 71
3.93
4.73
2.02
3.95
4.20
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Table 15.

C

Raw score means and standard deviations on the Edwards
Personal Preference
Schedule for (N = 22) successful B. F.
Goodrich Territory
Managers

EPPS Scales

Mean

Standard

deviation

Ach
Def
Ord
Exh
Aut

17.54
11.13
13.18
14.40
12.95

3.06
1. 95
4.42
3.66
2.86

Aff
Int
Sue
Dom
Aba

12.36
18.04
6.59
21. 27
11. 86

3.30
2.95
2.53
4.27
3.74

Nur
Chg
End
Het
Agg

11. 77
14.09
16.59
14.63
13.50

4.18
3.53
4.20
5.55
3.15
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Table 16 .

Raw score means and standard deviations on the Edwards
Personal Preference
Schedule for (N = 14) nonsuccessful
B. F . Goodrich Territory
Managers

EPPS Scales

Mean

Standard

deviation

Ach
Def
Ord
Exh
Aut

18. 78
12. 85
12 . 78
16 . 57
12 . 64

3 . 01
2 . 90
3.94
3.20
4 . 39

Aff
Int
Sue
Dom
Aba

12 . 57
15 .8 5
7 . 00
21. 00
9 . 35

3.36
5.23
3.28
2.96
4.08

Nur
Chg
End
Het
A gg

10 . 50
14 . 71
16 . 71
16 . 28
12 . 2 1

3 . 85
4 . 06
4 . 92
4 . 21
2 , 80
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Table 17.

Raw score means and standard deviations on the Edwards
Personal Preference
Schedule for (N = 20) released or resigned
B. F. Goodrich Territory
Managers

Standard

deviation

EPPS Scales

Mean

Ach
Def
Ord
Exh
Aut

17.85
10.75
11. 85
15.55
12 . 55

3.97
3.12
4.18
4.58
3. 20

Aff
Int
Sue
Dom
Aba

12.35
15.75
8.00
20.25
10.70

4.28
4 . 52
2.65
4.31
5 . 00

Nur
Chg
End
He t
Agg

10.00
16.65
15 . 50
18 . 45
13.80

3.69
4.02
3.53
5.09
4. 28
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